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•

Engaging and uses relevant examples

•

She was able to teach the entire program under difficult circumstances

•

She maintained a high quality of discussion between students

•
Real life papers, and examples from news articles, current events. It allowed us to
connect information from class to what is going on in the world.
•
Prof. Tô really want the students to understand the concepts and she gives all the tools
for achieving it. Do no let her go, she is a really added value to the de-partment and program.
•
The Piazza platform is really good. The instructor explains carefully about every question
we ask. She is really a good professor!
•

Reserach based knowledge and experience

•
The course was very well designed to focus on the intuition of the concepts. The
instructor explained the concepts using interesting and good-fitted papers. Also, she was super
available through piazza and email. She really wanted us to understand deeply the concepts
and even go further through questions to her, the TAs, and peers.
•
Dr. Tô did an excellent job with the class this semester. Despite the difficulties of having
to change her plans on short notice and deliver lectures in one big lec-ture hall, she still did a
great job in ensuring that the students learned a lot. Her availability during office hours and
beyond demonstrates her commitment to her student's success. She regularly made herself
available beyond reasonable requirements in order to answer questions. She also did well to
incorporate feed-back from the class and adjust her approach. Her promptness in responding to
student inquiries and concerns is excellent. Her encouragement of class partici-pation and her
use of the online forum Piazza were great additions to help increase interaction and discussion.
Her emphasis on conceptual understanding and real-life applicability of course content is quite
useful.
•
Professor Linh designed the course in a way that we didn't have to memorize anything.
Piazza helped me a lot to understand the material of the course better. I am impressed how she
was able to manage these many students in one class. She was really dedicated and answered
our questions on piazza even in the night time. I had trouble studying other courses and got
anxiety if I could understand the material. However, professor Linh was always avaliable for
every student so I was feeling great when studying for econometrics because I knew she would

help us. Also, seeing other people's questions on piazza helped me a lot. I feel very appreciated
for Professor Lin h's dedication. There were times I didn't feel ok and wanted to quit the
program. However, just for the sake of econometrics (be-cause I felt like I am really learning
something deeply) I was able to finish other courses, too. I feel very thankful for Professor Linh
for everything she taught us. I wish I could take more classes from her.
•
Develops you to make a more educated analysis of data. It helps you understand a new
language (of econometrics) to another level. Professor To was excellent at explaining concepts
to a level where it was easy to follow and understand.
•
It was a true pleasure to meet you and attend your course, professor To! Your lectures
were full of passion, insights and stimulating questions. The tools devel-oped to interact and
nudge participation (Piazza, in-class quizzes, relevant memes/comics) were great; keep doing it.
The focus on the insights and intuition be-hind the different identification strategies was also
great (very different from EC507 in my case, which focused more on deriving each result), and I
personally liked it a lot as I think it is what will remain with me throughout the rest of my life.
The PSets were helpful (I learned more Stata, thanks!) and full of interesting questions. Your
availability, inside but also outside of class, is simply extraordinary; I have no idea how you can
find so much energy to dedicate to us (especially given all your tenure-track related
obligations), and I am deeply grateful for that. I could go on more with the compliments, but
you got the idea; overall, I think you are a very smart, passionate and (most importantly) kind
instructor, and I am very grateful for that. Thank you!
•
Professor TO was extremely helpful in the class discussion board and really took the
time to help students understand concepts. She always explained things clearly with relevant
examples and comparisons to other methods learned. I got so much out of this class!
•
Professor Tô is, without doubt, the most engaged and caring instructor I've experienced
in the entirety of my education. Never have I had a professor who will respond to student's
questions online within an hour and with lengthy responses, who emails you unprompted after
class to follow up on a question you asked, who holds numerous office hours throughout the
week both one-on-one and as a group to discuss the class or outside research questions or give
personal life advice, who set up many hours of time over multiple days to talk before the final
exam. I have seriously never seen such dedication to students. She has done everything
possible to accommodate all type of learning style different people might excel at. This course
has dramatically increased my understanding of econometric techniques and how to use them
in my own research and I cannot express my gratitude for this enough. She is a lucid instructor
who can cut through the confusion of a class and make sure the understand the fundamentals. I
would recommend anyone who has the chance to have her as an instructor to take that course.
•

Contents are very decent and well organized, availability outside of class is EXCELLENT

•

amazing prof! she is what our university needs.

•

Great class and professor

•
Great class, and very useful information. However, I do wish the class could be broken
into two parts to spend a little more time with each topic. That being said, it may have more to
do with the constraints from the length of the MA program.
•
I enjoyed the class a lot. I really saw a lot of preparation for the classes and the
assignments. The Professor also helped me with questions beyond the scope of the course.
Thank you for that!
•
Excellent professor and great course overall. Definitely learned a lot. The only thing I
would change is to place less emphasis on the material before the first midterm and add more
material from the latter half of the course or beyond.
•
After this course, I feel I mastered the essential intuitions and lessons from
econometrics. Once again, thank you for everything you did! Hopefully, we'll keep in touch:)
•

Great overall course. I learned a lot and enjoyed it.

•

I would love to take more econometrics classes because of Professor TO!

